Handout 1

Indexing of variables and other notations

Often in economics we have symmetrical situations for which we use the 𝑖, 𝑗 notation to index our
variables without repeating equations or calculations. Consider, for example, two demand curves for firms
1 and 2:
𝑞1 = 𝑎 − 𝑑𝑝1 + 𝑝2
𝑞2 = 𝑎 − 𝑑𝑝2 + 𝑝1 .

Both demands can be expressed with a single equation:
𝑞𝑖 = 𝑎 − 𝑑𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑗 ,

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗.

One may think that the 𝑖, 𝑗 notation does not really save much time or space if one considers just two
equations. However, if it is needed to work on those equations, such as calculate profit functions,
maximize them and solve for the FOCs, indexing allows us to avoid repeating the calculations for both 1
and 2 but do them once, only for 𝑖. This is because 𝑖 can be 1 and 2, and then, 𝑗 will be what 𝑖 is not. I like
to think about 𝑖 as the “random side we consider” and 𝑗 as the “other side”.

The reason we like to use this indexing is because it allows us to omit duplicated calculations without loss
of generality or without proving that 1 and 2 are indeed symmetric (which in some cases may not be
trivial). Also, the 𝑖, 𝑗 indexing allows entering the equations directly in for-loops when coding. This does not
just make the code shorter but also allows the computer to process it much faster (sometimes un-indexed
code can run for hours, while indexed only for seconds!).
UoL often uses this notation in exams and all your texts use it often too. Thus, it will be a good idea to
familiarize with it. It looks scary and too abstract but in reality is really simple.
Speaking of mathematical notation, here is a brief reminder for other usual notations:
• ∀ means ‘for every’ (for example, 𝑎𝑏 > 𝑐 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅)
• : means ‘such that’ (for example, consider 𝑥 ∗ ∶ 𝑓(𝑥 ∗ ) = 0)
• [𝑎, 𝑏] is the continuous set that includes all numbers from 𝑎 to 𝑏 and 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏. The set is empty when
𝑎 = 𝑏. Sets can include the extremes or not [], (), [), (].
• {𝑎, 𝑏} is the discrete set that includes only 𝑎 and 𝑏. It is not necessary that 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏, 𝑎, 𝑏 may not even
be numbers (for instance, they may be names such as ‘firm a’ and ‘firm b’).
• {𝑎, … , 𝑏} is the set that includes all integers between 𝑎 and 𝑏 ≥ 𝑎.
• Comma within equalities means ‘and’ (for example, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2 means ‘for 𝑖 and 𝑗 taking values 1
and 2’ – notice that we use ‘for’ instead ∀ because we do not mean ∀)
• ~ means ‘follows distribution’ (used with random variables). Do not confuse it with ≈ which means
almost equal.
• | means ‘given that’ (for example, 𝑝(𝑥|𝑦 = 1) is 𝑝(𝑥) given that 𝑦 = 1).
• A ‘parameter’ is a number or a variable that is not a control variable (the player cannot optimize it). It
is usually something exogenously set.
• ≡ means ‘identical’ or ‘is’ and signifies an identity. An identity is an equality that holds always. We
use it for definitions. It is different than = in that ‘let 𝑥 = 𝑏 − 𝑐’ means ‘assume that 𝑥 is equal to
𝑏 − 𝑐′, something that may later be contradicted. On the contrary, 𝑥 ≡ 𝑏 − 𝑐 means that ′𝑥 is
defined as the difference 𝑏 − 𝑐’ it ‘is’ this difference and it will always be so.
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An ‘identity’ is an equality that is always true – an ‘equation’ means that two different things are at
balance – a ‘condition’ is an equality (or other expression) that must hold for something else to
happen (conditions do not have to hold always).
‘A constraint is binding’ means that it affects the solution of the problem (it actively constrains the
outcome). If, for instance, a firm maximizes 𝑥 under the constraint that 𝑥 < 3 and the solution
without taking the constraint into account is 𝑥 = 1, then the constraint is non-binding. If the solution
without the constraint was 𝑥 = 5, then the constraint is binding and prevents the solution from
being 5.
≺, ≻, ≼, ≽ are used to express order of preference. <, >, ≤, ≥ are used to express order of size.
A * superscript does not necessarily signify equilibrium, just a special value for a variable.
< 𝑥 always means ‘smaller than 𝑥’ unless 𝑥 = 3. If 𝑥 = 3, then it does not necessarily mean ‘smaller
than 3’.
:) does not mean ‘such that the upper extreme is excluded’.

